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Question AConsultation name

YesOn balance, do you approve of this section of the
Principles and Issues Paper?

Please give us your comments.

1.1  The assumption of rapidly emerging markets in BRIC needs complementing by a caution regarding the
impact of rising energy prices and climate change mitigation strategies - indeed the next sentence mentions
these factors but the obvious implication sems to be missed.   Together these will indeed require a retraction
of globalisation and an increase in local self sufficiency.  We need to adopt the principle of subsidiarity in
trade - sourcing things as locally as possible, and selling things as locally as possible - only going further
where needed things cannot be sourced more locally.
1.4  Agree that climate change is the single most important issue facing he region.  This is big, it is urgent,
it affects every person and every part of the economy.  Developing a low carbon economy isn't just about
being more competitive -indeed competion as such will become less critical - it is about survival.
1.5  Agree about asking fundamental questions about how our economy and society work - but not convinced
you are doing that.  For a more radical regional stratgy outline see http://greendealmanchester.wordpress.com/ 
- The New Green Deal for the Manchester-Mersey Bioregion project
1.6 Good to see you pick up 'increasing localism' here - but can you show that you see this as a positive
thing?  You still emphasise growth, but as many forward thinking ecological commentators have noted over
the last 30+ years - there are limits to growth.  Even the government's Sustainable Development Coission
notes that we need to find ways of achieiving prosperity without growth - see Prosperity Without Growth:
The transition to a Sustainable
Economy.http://www.sd-commission.org.uk/publications/downloads/prosperity_without_growth_report.pdf
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Question BConsultation name

NoOn balance, do you approve of this section of the
Principles and Issues Paper?

Please give us your comments.

There is a remaining incoherence on the sustainability question:-
2.2 has contradictory goals - i.e. productivity and growing the market; creating the right conditions for
sustainable growth and private sector investment conflict with those of the Spatial Strategy - promoting
sustainable communities and economic development; making the best use of existing resources and
infrastructure; managing travel demand, reducing the need to travel and increase accessibility; marrying
opportunity and need; promoting environmental quality; mainstreaming rural issues; reducing emissions and
adapting to climate change.  You can't have your cake and eat it on this question.
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2.4  This misses the key concepts of trade subsidiarity (mentioned above) and the need for endogenous
development within the region (developed in theNew Green Deal for the Manchester-Mersey
Bioregionhttp://greendealmanchester.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/ngdmanchesterdiscussionpaper-v41.pdf
2.7  If the idea of 'sustainable growth' is to be promoted seriously then you do need to articulate clearly how
this is actually possible given the finite limits of the ecosystem that we rely on.  This implies a sound quantitative
analysis with robust appraisal of the options.
Given the above it is not surprising that some of the assumptions at 3.1 are indefensible - 1, 2 are plain
wrong.  Given  the energy crunch and the need to decarbonise, less not more integration into the global
economy is necessary.  This means that regions will become more alike, meeting more of their needs locally,
competing with one another less.  Have the courage to recognise that the global integration phase is at an
end - it brought misery for hundreds of millions and caused possibly fatal planetary damage at the same
time.  Assumption 6 therefore also needs amending to state that there will be a greatly reduced need to travel
around and outwith the region (but second sentence is correct).  Assumption 3 restates the government
carbon emissions target but we now know that this is far too little and far too late.  I suggest you get advice
from the Tyndall Centre on climate change at Univ Manchester to make a defensible assumption here.
Section 3.2 clearly needs rewriting in the light of the above points.  I suggest:
"Current economic and environmental conditions are developing fast.  The region is looking to
develop a model of endogenous and sustainable development for the region and its sub-regions.
This will seek to reduce unnecessary energy dependent transactions into and out of the region as
well as within it.  It will seek to maximise human development and quality of life, ensuring that the
population is protected as much as possible from shocks arising from energy descent and climate
change.  This approach will guide the strategy and provide a basis for planning a wide range of
services and investment, including utilities, infrastructure and food."
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Question CConsultation name

YesOn balance, do you approve of this section of the
Principles and Issues Paper?

Please give us your comments.

However you get off to a bad start ((4.1) by again emphasising competition woth other regions of the UK and
in the world.  This is completely the wrong approach if sustainability is to be taken seriously as explained in
my comments on earlier sections.
Suggest additional goals for section 5.2 as
*   Improve food security through establishing adequate regional stockpiles of staples and a greatly
increased local contribution (suggest 90% within 10 years) to the food requirements of the region's
population.
*  To acheive an ecological footprint of less than 1.0.
*  Nobody left behind.
*  A prison population at or below the EU average.
*  Low level of economic inequality - i.e. year on year reduction of the regional Gini index to below
1960s levels within the timeframe of the strategy.
Some specific amendments to your existing goals:
1.  Good levels of health  - with some specific indices here.
3.  Don't distinguish between education and training - education is the key here since flexible generalisable
skills are needed here rather than convergent training for a specific thing that is likely to become obsolete. 
However some training in (craft) skills for an energy austere economic reality would be advisable given the
dire level of practical training in schools since the National Curriculum came in.
4.  For employment the key is supply of jobs - not choice.
6.  Take out economic growth and replace with .
9.  It isn't just a matter of cultual offfer - this assumes that culture is to be consumed rather than by the people
of the region.  We need high investment in cultural education - enabling people to become producers of
culture - in the broadest sense.
10  Need to strengthen this one with something specific about unity in diversity for strong and inclusive
communities.
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11.  Amend to "A regionally viable and safeguarded natural environment that provides the larger part of the
sustenance (food and other products) for the people of the region while maintaining and increasing rich
biodiversity."
13.  In line with the comment on ecological footprint above - this goal could be amended to include this: 
"Sustained progress to achieve net zero carbon emissions within 8 years and an ecological footprint less
than 1.0."  (8 years is approximately equivalent to the 95 months remining from the widely accepted "100
months to save the planet").
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Question EConsultation name

NoOn balance, do you approve of this section of the
Principles and Issues Paper?

Please give us your comments.

Section 5.3 is 'weasly'.   It is vague and it lacks ambition.
specific things to measure would include

Human Development Index.
Gini coefficient.
Ecological Footprint.
Embodied carbon / mean food miles in a representative food basket.
Crime levels / incarceration levels.
Adult functional literacy rate.
Mortality rates (as gross measures of health and wellbeing).
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Question FConsultation name

YesOn balance, do you approve of this section of the
Principles and Issues Paper?

Please give us your comments.

...ish
You miss out the farming assets of the north west (but do pick this up in a later section)
In the context of trying to move to a sustainable model you again overemphasise trade with other regions. 
The airports in particular will need (and actually experience whether you plan it or not) significant downsizing.
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Question GConsultation name

NoOn balance, do you approve of this section of the
Principles and Issues Paper?

Please give us your comments.

See my answer to Question F
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Question HConsultation name

NoOn balance, do you approve of this section of the
Principles and Issues Paper?

Please give us your comments.

No, given the unprecedented scale of change that we will experience in response to climate change and the
end of cheap fluid hydrocarbons it is unlikely that this list can stay the same.
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Question IConsultation name

YesOn balance, do you approve of this section of the
Principles and Issues Paper?

Please give us your comments.

The following challenges are missing.
*  Food and energy security.
*  Weak communities and cultural barrenness.
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Question JConsultation name

Please give us your comments.

This isn't a bad list, but the balance isn't quite right.  Some points within the sections need to be debated.
8.2 numbered points:-
1.  Nuclear is probably a non starter.  It is probably not necessary for a zero carbon Britain (see
http://www.zerocarbonbritain.com/  The risks are considerable and so far there is not the technology to
manage them.  Nuclear's contribution to carbon emission reduction is debatable given the hidden hydrocarbon
subsidies for plant construction and fuel production and transport.   However you are correct about wind and
tidal.
2.  Growth again!!   There will be an urban future for the majority of the region's population however and the
priority is to safeguard their quality of life. and improve it.
3.  This sectionis a bit muddled - why does a knowledge economy mean more long distance travel?; you
can't really have sustainable transport and wider connectivity - unless the bulk of that conectivity is virtual. 
Again you fetishise Manchester aiport - come on get real and be brave!!!  Let's plan for its downscaling - that
way it will hurt less than the inevitable and ugly crash that peak oil and climate legislation will eventually
inevitably cause.
5.  Good you metion strong agricultural and forestry sector - but these both need reform and development 
to make them sustainable.  Need to emphasise the natural environment within cities and towns.
6.  The bit on training and qualifications is meaningless - you need to consider the content not the form.
10.  Good that you mention reconsidering the nature of economic growth and emphasise the importance of
the public sector.  You could go a little further and suggest that the public sector needs to be kept public -
given the crash of marketisation.  This is both a safety net for the regional economy and a sound strategy
for public services themselves that have long been subject ot a strategic weakening and picking off.
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